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Welcome to the Armchair Treasure Hunt.  A box containing treasure has been 
hidden somewhere in England. Now all you need to do is find where it is.  This 
document will help you.  Solve the questions.  Identify the pictures.  Crack the 
codes.  Everything is there to help; except for those things that might lead you 
astray.  In general, take surnames in preference to given names, unless 
thematically linked.  To gain full credit, justify your answers rather than just 
identifying content.  So find what’s missing, discard the odd, decide on the 
order, decode the message, follow the instructions and unearth the treasure.   
If you’re unable to get to the treasure location, e-mail the reason to me with as 
much detail as possible about where it is, including a map marking the position.  
Send this as soon as you know the location, rather than as part of your full 
submission, credit will be given according to date of receipt.  
The closing date for full submissions is midnight on Monday 14th January 2013.   
If this is the first time you’ve entered the ATH, mark your entry ATH Virgin to be 
eligible for the special prize.   
Please send entries to mike.wood@logica.com in either .pdf or an MS readable 
form. In the event of a tie, the earliest entry received will be given preference. 
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1. Who didn’t run in 2012? 
2. Where was 2011 shortest? 
3. Climbing Everest and a Bomber Command mission 
over Germany were both about 40k what?  
4. Whose pure work attracted a kiss at a cost of one 
Euro? 
5. Where can Sean now stand to cheer? 
6. He’s reached 50, but what profession did his 
namesake have? 
7. Which organisation developed a geek, or should that 
be Greek, computer? 

On who does our...?  

745348426 
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8. Who trains a team of nominally cold ruminants? 
9. In which room could you be in a shower without 
getting wet? 
10. Who’s now looking for unvisited places to go? 
11. Where could you no longer search for their 
alliterative leader in January? 
12. Where is truth newly displayed? 
13. Which big brother of a scarecrow was a success in 
2012? 
14. What colours an ATHer from CGI HQ’s satellite? 

..as we do to.. 

5771108747 
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15. Who turned his view of a despairing person into an 
iconic symbol? 
16. Which superhero came out? 
17. What is the Shades of Grey hero’s postcode? 
18. Where can you park in 2012 to catch a train from a 
field? 
19. What can you get from cows in Cowes? 
20. In which National Park did you used to be able to 
take a drive through the wood? 
21. What thinks quickest? 

5 
6 
9 
0 
9 
5 
7 
8 
1 
0 
2 
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22. Where was the year’s most undeserving Dettori-
style dismount witnessed? 
23. Surprisingly, Upper Slaughter is one, which is the 
only French example? 
24. Which peeled sphere contained a skull and a little 
bit of popcorn? 
25. Which noisy peer died, 50 years after the founding 
of his company? 
26. Which cookie was the first of seven to appear at a 
Chinese research centre? 
27. What, sadly, didn’t happen 25 years ago? 
28. Where is it proposed that  the class who were 
originally waiting for the bell will be able to walk down 
their street? 

1571521039 

Burn Torn Code 
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29. Whose final key layout ended up in the Science 
Museum? 
30. Whose phone bill looked more like her phone 
number? 
31. Which fruit went into space? 
32. What sort of mess are we in this year? 
33. Which scoop derivative is going digital? 
34. Who won a prize with printing monarchs?  
35. Who upset pandas in his store? 

9058772916 

Tour our March Blog 
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36. Which former politician could get tied in knots? 
37. Whose work was heard across the airwaves? 
38. In which geographic area is it most dangerous for 
cats to live? 
39. Which club wasn’t amused by the tax man? 
40. Where don’t you need to vote for the spoilt ballot 
paper party? 
41. What can be a dog, a satellite, a retailer and an oil 
company? 
42. Who decided on a £160 upgrade? 

Truss by colour... 

64249136 
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43. Whose last work was finally completed nineteen 
years after his demise? 
44. Which heavyweight proved to be a cup winner? 
45. Which winged “fish” is fine Friday fare? 
46. Which premier premier encouraged reproduction? 
47. Which uncommon person replaced a former UN 
peacekeeper with a prize-winning dog? 
48. Who has redirected his musical talents to 
introducing Maths and Technology? 
49. Which organisation had its fine for littering paid 30 
years later by another. 

585156439 

...not 
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50. What achieved a high score of 84pts but ended up 
on the losing side? 
51. What failed to combine with Birch? 
52. What ran from Manchester to Bournemouth (non-
theme part of name) 
53. Who lost a ball and the cup? 
54. Who wrote the theme that started it all off and 
closed the latest chapter in October this year? 
55. What is less than 10 x 13? 

31018151819 O he rubs one so! 
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56. What underground development will we see more 
widely in 2013? 
57. Which village celebrated its birthday by moving the 
pub? 
58. Where has a number of stories gone national? 
59. Who helped launch a beer in his image? 
60. Who thought this would be the year we’d all be 
shorter so as to double the number on each property? 
61. Who knows what he’s doing and has the T-shirt to 
prove it? 

H4 
277752739136 

Do we swot? 
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